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ing one inch and three-quarters across. Within an orna-
mental border are stamped in Arabic the names God, Mo-
hammed, 'Ali, Hasan, Hosein. It is said that a Metawali
fears to break an oath made on this sedji. In the ritual of
the prayer itself there are minor differences between the two
sects as well as in the number of prostrations required at
various times. Again, the Metawileh do not follow the dis-
tinctions made by the Sunnis between an obligatory (fardli)
prostration, or one expressly commanded, and a voluntary
(sunnah) prostration, or one made in accordance with the
practice of the prophet, but they appear to recognize the
former only, as their form of declaration testifies. For the
sake of convenience they may combine the noon prayer with
the afternoon worship and the sunset prayer with the even-
ing, practices not usually allowed by the Sunnis. No especial
prominence seems to be given to the Friday noon service,
which need not even have a sermon. At times the women
pray in the open air. Dr. Thomson, who never noticed this
custom among the Sunnis, saw a group of Metawali women
go through the regular ablutions and prayers near the foun-
tain of Jeba'a-el-Halawy in the .southern Lebanon. An-
other visitor at this place states that this custom holds on
certain days only, when the women have the exclusive right
to pray near a holy place. Unlike the Sunnis, who, when
praying in a group, follow an imam or leader, the Metawileh
always pray singly, unless they can be led by a mujta'hid,
or sort of a doctor of divinity, who has studied in the theo-
logical institution at Irak. Though the Shi'ahs have mosques
of their own, they have the right at any time to worship with
the Sunnis. In fact, they claimed the right to contribute to
the rebuilding of the great mosque of Damascus, after the
fire of 1892, taking up a considerable collection. This offer-
ing the Sunni guardians absolutely refused. But the Shi'ahs
bided their time. When the restoration was complete and
the scaffolding with other ddbris of reconstruction removed,
they suddenly swarmed into the immense court-yard, an irre-
sistible army of hundreds, with pails and brooms and hose,
and made the holy house sweet and clean, a moot place for
prayer; contributing in militant labor what they were kept

